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985 Beenleigh Road, Runcorn, Qld 4113

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 611 m2 Type: House

Benny Liu
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Introducing a captivating opportunity! Nestled on a generous 611m2 land parcel, this single-story brick home boasts

three bedrooms, two bathrooms, and convenient dual parking spaces. Ideally situated, it offers proximity to schools,

shops, and essential amenities, ensuring a lifestyle of ease. With the potential for renovation, this property caters to both

homebuyers seeking a comfortable haven and investors with an eye for transformation. Embrace the possibilities within

this original-condition gem!Step into the heart of this home, where the kitchen seamlessly merges with the dining area,

creating a warm and inviting space for gatherings. The original kitchen, brimming with potential, awaits a touch of love to

reveal its true charm. Overlooking the dining area, it sets the stage for delightful meals and shared moments. Discover a

separate, spacious living area adorned with the comfort of air conditioning. This versatile space offers relaxation and

entertainment, with easy access to the outdoor patio-an enticing extension that beckons for al fresco enjoyment.All three

bedrooms feature built-in wardrobes, combining style with practicality. The master bedroom, a true haven, boasts a

renovated ensuite, elevating your personal space to a realm of contemporary elegance. In the heart of the home, the large

main bathroom stands as a testament to its original charm, presenting a separate bath and shower. A canvas of

possibilities, this space allows you to infuse your own style and creativity. Catering to modern living, an internal laundry

discreetly integrates into the home's design, ensuring practicality without compromising on aesthetics. A generously sized

outdoor patio beckons, providing an ideal setting for al fresco gatherings, morning coffees, or evening relaxation. As you

explore, you'll find an abundance of yard space, a canvas awaiting your landscaping dreams or outdoor activities. Immerse

yourself in the tranquility of lush gardens, where vibrant greenery creates a serene backdrop. Nature enthusiasts will find

solace in the carefully cultivated outdoor haven. For practical storage solutions, a garden shed awaits, offering space for

tools, equipment, or any outdoor essentials. Enhancing convenience, side access from the front yard to the back yard adds

a versatile touch, allowing seamless entry and exit for vehicles, projects, or outdoor adventures.Features:- Garden Shed-

Air conditioning- Large outdoor patio- Security Screen throughout- Renovated bathroom- Ample Storage- Internal

laundry- Close by to amenitiesFamilies will appreciate the prestigious school catchment, encompassing Runcorn Heights

State School and Runcorn State High School, ensuring access to quality education. Experience the convenience of

proximity to various shopping precincts, including Runcorn Plaza, Warrigal Road Square Shopping Centre, Sunnybank

Hills Shopping town, Calamvale Central Shopping Centre, Pinelands Plaza, and Westfield Garden City. Retail therapy and

daily essentials are just moments away. Nature enthusiasts will find delight in the nearby parks featuring walking paths,

BBQ areas, and playgrounds-perfect for family outings, staying active, and unwinding amidst nature. Commute with ease

with a mere 2-minute walk to Fruit Grove Train Station, facilitating effortless connections to Brisbane City. Express buses

from Beenleigh Road further enhance accessibility. The strategic location ensures swift access to major motorways,

including the Logan Motorway, Pacific Motorway, and Gateway Motorway. Whether heading to Brisbane CBD, the Gold

Coast, or the Sunshine Coast, the convenience of this locale makes every journey a breeze. Embrace the epitome of

convenient living in this well-positioned original-condition gem.Disclaimer: We have in preparing this information used

our best endeavours to ensure that the information contained herein is true and accurate, but accept no responsibility

and disclaim all liability in respect.


